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What does this mean

Two Fingers Touching are two index finger emojis pointing towards one another which typically signify shyness or hesitation when asking a question. Although the set of emojis have been used since they were available for iPhone in 2011, the action of performing the finger touch or adding it to text in memes became popular in March 2020 on Twitter
and TikTok. On June 9th, 2011, The first known use of the sequence of emojis to signify a timid emotion was used in a Tweet by @xxUMNMxx in which the Twitter user admits that they never touch their face (shown below). On March 5th, 2020, Twitter user @Kazify asked what
mean to which @Keeoh responded "hey uhh
would you be okay
if I put my Minecraft bed next to yours?" (shown below). On March 8th, 2020, TikToker @chrissycorsaro used the emojis in a video wondering if anyone would simp her (Shown below, left). The video gained over 200,000 likes in five days. The next day, TikToker @ag.mcdaniel performed the emoji sequence when asking someone out (shown below,
right). The video accumulated over 317,900 likes in four days. On March 11th, Twitter user @notkozyles used the emojis in a tweet which gained over 1,800 likes and 680 retweets in two days (shown below, left). That same day, Twitter user @melisssir used the emojis to describe someone who is shy (shown below, right). The tweet received over 170
likes in two days. **This blog post on emoji meanings was updated on March 9, 2022.** You probably know some of the slang terms your child uses while texting, but you may be completely baffled by all of the emoji slang they use to chat with friends. But don’t worry — we’ve explained some of the most common emoji meanings that teens and tweens
use so you can know what they’re actually saying. Warning: some of these can be a little (explained below). Bark’s Emoji Dictionary You can also download our shareable Emoji Dictionary PDF in case you know someone who has just got to get up to speed on the emoji meanings behind these inscrutable teen hieroglyphics, or even try text monitoring
to get even more insights into your kid’s world. Note: This emoji meanings guide is meant to provide a broad overview because emojis can have multiple meanings and be used in many different ways. Download the PDF Popular Slang Emoji Meanings — Penis — Used to express drunkenness, sexual arousal, or a grimace — Butt — Means “hot” in a
sexual sense; a kid might comment this on their crush’s Instagram selfie, for example — “Dump truck,” which refers to a large and/or shapely bottom — Vagina — Used to express annoyance about something — Used when getting caught in a mistake or when feeling like a fraud — Indicates being “ghosted” (dumped with no explanation) — Symbolizes
a lie, which could also be called a “cap” — Shy, nervous (usually in the context of flirting) — Represents warding off the “evil eye” — Oral sex — Ejaculation — May indicate sexual activity, especially oral sex — Used when someone has an “hourglass” body shape — Often used in response to a snarky or “savage” comment (as in, “That was cold” —
Feeling frisky or naughty
— A response that means, “It is what it is” ♀ — Can be used in comments to denote a sarcastic, mean-spirited tone — Marijuana/weed — Desiring someone sexually (often used in response to nudes) — Breasts/testicles/virginity — Represents nudes, which are often called “noods” — Used when sending or receiving nude
— Often used on TikTok to express wanting something portrayed in the video — A stamp of approval; “I agree” — Used to refer to sexual activity — Indicates “spiciness,” i.e., inappropriate or risque content — Represents “porn,” especially on TikTok When you explore videos on TikTok, you may see someone using this emoji a lot in captions and
comments. "What does '' mean? Why did so many people use it on TikTok, Twitter, Snapchat, and other social networks?" You might also ask the same thing, right? Now, for that reason, I'd like to discuss the meaning of this emoticon as clearly as possible. Let's get started. What is this called ? They called this emoji by the name of two fingers pointing
at each other, two fingers touching, or two fingers together. From its digital appearance, there is nothing so special about it. Yes, it looks precisely like two index fingers put together or pointing to the left and right. But behind that, this emoji '' has a fairly broad meaning depending on the context, so maybe many people don't understand what it means.
What is the meaning of emoji on TikTok and Snapchat? Netizens who use it mostly agree that the emoji '' means 'shyness,' 'awkwardness,' or 'hesitation.' It refers to an awkward situation, or you feel hella shy when you want to convey something important to someone directly. Whether you get that emoji from a boy or a girl in texting means the same
thing. It is as if you are pounding or twirling your index fingers nervously, like girls in anime do. To make it more expressive and cute, they often pair this emoji with the pleading face emoji . Girls who often use a combination of these three emojis, they're called "Hiii girls ." Another example is this; it's scarce for girls to confess their feelings of love to
boys first, right? So let's say you, a girl, want to convey your feelings first to the guy you love. But you feel very shy and awkward, worried that he would reject you or at risk that you'd bother him, now that can be softly expressed with this emoji . Uwuuu~ But, like the black moon emoji , the emoji of two fingers pointing at each other also has a dark
meaning. In American Sign Language (ASL), this emoji can mean something unpleasant to "normal people." Well, I honestly don't want to talk about it too much, though. Just be careful, boys! Why did the emoji become popular? TikTok became one of the social media platforms that popularized this emoji during the COVID-19 pandemic around March
2020, before the trend spread to Twitter, Snapchat, WhatsApp, and Instagram. The Coronavirus pandemic has also changed the conditions and personalities of many people. They are reluctant to leave their homes but become more active and passionate on social media. With the public gatherings cancelled, it is time for the shy to shine and take over
the Internet. Apart from being used in comments, this emoji is also popular because many TikTok users often used it as a dance movement at the peak of its trend. The more people use it, the more popular the emoji will become. Finally, until at a point where its popularity fades if there are no more triggers that make it live on social media. This is not
much different from the trend of the dark moon emoji . That's the meaning of '' two fingers pointing at each other on TikTok and Snapchat. If you get this emoji from a boy or girl in texting, pay attention to the context, and respond to it like a pleasant person. Thank you for reading! Read also: What Does 'Sheesh Sheeesh' Mean on TikTok? Get the
mug.Get the mug.it’s a mix of shy , cute , sometimes also in loveit can be used also with this emojiA-U really think I’m pretty? B-Yeah , I do .orA- What do you want? B-I want you to hug me please Get the mug.Get the mug.Define a WordTwitterFacebookHelpSubscribe 11 March 2020, 20:20 | Updated: 3 November 2020, 10:42 The two index fingers
together emoji, which started on TikTok, has now been turned into a meme and is taking over Twitter. TikTok has become the new go-to hub for trends, challenges and dance crazes and it's also introduced a number of new phrases that are now spreading to Twitter and Instagram. One of those you may have already heard is 'CEO'. 'CEO' is basically a
new way of saying 'Queen of being iconic' or 'Queen of having a sword' (as one would usually describe Carly Rae Jepsen, for example.) On TikTok, you'll see comments like 'CEO of drinking kombucha' or 'CEO of saving the turtles.' You get the drift... READ MORE: Best TikTok songs 2020: Every viral song from TikTokREAD MORE: Charli D’Amelio
apologises after being accused of mocking cosplayers on TikTokBut today, we're here to discuss a new meme trend on the app, and it involves two finger emojis pointing to each other. What does it mean? And where did it come from? Wha does the two fingers touching emoji mean on TikTok? Picture: E!, Unscripted via YouTube So, what do the two
finger emojis pointing at each other actually mean? The emoji phrase has now made it over to Twitter where everyone is just as confused. The majority of people agree that it means 'shy'. As if you were twiddling your fingers together, nervously. The emojis can often be paired with the emoji too, for extra nervous vibes. The emoji sequence can be used
if you're about to ask someone a soft, yet risky question, or if you're just feeling hella shy. Here it is in full effect: just wanna talk to you
Photo Courtesy: @Diabetescouk/Twitter When it’s time for your annual checkup, your doctor will probably order some routine blood tests to check basic health indicators like white and red blood cell counts,
cholesterol levels and blood glucose level — also known as your blood sugar. Patients generally get phone calls later letting them know that their blood work was fine, but what happens when the results show a reading in an abnormal range? When it comes to blood glucose, a high reading could indicate diabetes, a disease that requires a specific diet
and possibly medication. It depends on the number and the circumstances at the time of the test. Blood glucose levels can be temporarily impacted by eating and drinking, for example. In most cases, your doctor will repeat the glucose blood test while you are fasting and possibly order more extensive tests to determine if your blood glucose is
consistently high. Here’s what you need to know about the results. What Does Glucose Do for the Body? Your body needs a certain amount of glucose (sugar) to run properly. Without it, your cells and organs wouldn’t have the energy they need to function. Most of the glucose in the human body comes from the foods we eat. As the glucose builds up in
your blood after eating, insulin — a hormone made by the pancreas — enables the glucose to enter other cells in your body to be used as energy. This process keeps your blood sugar level within a normal range. If there isn’t enough insulin in your body (Type 1 diabetes) or your body doesn’t use the insulin properly (Type 2 diabetes), your blood glucose
level builds up. Chronic high blood sugar levels can cause severe health problems, including heart disease, kidney disease and stroke. What Is a High Glucose Level? A high level of glucose in your blood is a hallmark of diabetes, a serious health condition that affects more than 34 million people in the United States, or slightly more than 10% of the
population, according to the American Diabetes Association. However, moderately high glucose levels may only indicate prediabetes, a warning condition that often occurs before Type 2 diabetes develops. Your doctor will confirm an exact diagnosis in a couple of ways. A fasting blood glucose test checks your sugar levels after fasting for eight hours. If
your glucose level is more than 126 mg/dL (milligrams of sugar per deciliter of blood) on more than one test, you most likely have diabetes. Your doctor may order an expanded test known as an oral glucose tolerance test to confirm the diagnosis. For this test, you fast for eight hours and drink a sugary liquid. Then, your blood is tested several times for
several hours. If your blood sugar is more than 200 mg/dL after two hours, it confirms a diagnosis of diabetes. A blood sugar level of 140-199 mg/dL indicates prediabetes. A reading below 140 mg/dL would be considered normal for this test. Many doctors now use a glycated hemoglobin test, also known as an A1C test, to diagnose diabetes. This test
indicates your average blood sugar for the past two to three months and can be conducted at any time without fasting. If your A1C level on more than one test is higher than 6.5%, you have diabetes. A normal A1C level is less than 5.7%, while a prediabetes level measures between 5.7% and 6.4%. Why Is High Blood Sugar a Bad Thing? Put simply,
high blood sugar acts similar to a poison in your body. It further hinders your pancreas — which is already struggling — from producing insulin and can permanently damage the organ as well as many others, including your heart. It can cause changes in your blood vessels that cause a range of problems, including nerve damage known as neuropathy.
This damage causes tingling, numbness and burning in your extremities. The risk of kidney disease and heart disease goes up with diabetes, and you could be more susceptible to heart attack or stroke. Diabetic retinopathy damages the blood vessels in the eyes, causing vision impairment. A weakened immune system and poor blood circulation to the
hands and feet could ultimately lead to amputation of affected limbs. Prolonged high blood glucose leads to diabetic ketoacidosis, a condition that causes a coma or even death. The risk of permanent damage from the complications of diabetes increases the longer your blood sugar remains high. What Are Normal Blood Sugar Levels? A normal blood
sugar reading for someone without diabetes would fall between 80-99 mg/dL. If you have diabetes, you should aim to keep your blood sugar between 80-130 mg/dL. About one to two hours after eating a meal, your blood sugar should measure below 180 mg/dL. These numbers are general and may not fit your situation for a number of reasons. Be sure
to discuss your individual target levels with your doctor. How Can High Blood Sugar Be Controlled? If you have been diagnosed with diabetes, you may need to test your blood sugar daily — or even several times a day — with a blood glucose meter. These devices require you to prick your finger and put a drop of blood on a test strip that is inserted into
the reader. The results are displayed within minutes. People with Type 1 diabetes do not make insulin and must take insulin injections, usually several times a day. Those with Type 2 diabetes may be able to control their blood sugar by modifying their diet and exercising. If lifestyle changes aren’t enough to lower blood sugar and manage the condition,
oral medications and/or insulin injections are needed as well. Resource Links: MORE FROM SYMPTOMFIND.COM
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